PART 1527 - PATENTS, DATA, AND COPYRIGHTS

Subpart 1527.4 - Rights in Data and Copyrights

1527.404 Basic rights in data clause.

1527.409 Solicitation provisions and contract clauses.

Subpart 1527.4 - Rights in Data and Copyrights

1527.404 Basic rights in data clause.

The Contracting Officer shall insert in the Limited Rights Notice when using Alternate II of FAR 52.227-14 the following purposes for disclosure of limited data outside the Government.

(a) Use (except for manufacture) by support service contractors;

(b) Evaluation by nongovernment evaluators;

(c) Use (except for manufacture) by other contractors participating in the Government's program of which the specific contract is a part, for information and use in connection with the work performed under each contract;

(d) Emergency repairs or overhaul work;

(e) Release to a foreign government, or instrumentality thereof, as the interests of the United States Government may require, for information or evaluation, or for emergency repair or overhaul work by such government.

1527.409 Solicitation provisions and contract clauses.

The Contracting Officer shall insert the clause in 1552.227-76 in all Superfund solicitations and contracts in excess of the simplified acquisition threshold and, as appropriate, in simplified acquisitions for Superfund work. The clause may be used in other contracts if considered necessary by the Contracting Officer. Contracts for other than Superfund work shall include Alternate I in this clause in lieu of paragraph (d).